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a b s t r a c t

The transport phenomena across ion exchange membrane may be enhanced by applying various strengths
inside or outside the system. The electrical current, generated by n-type semiconductor, is used to catalyse
the separation of metal ions. The cation exchange membrane located between the two compartments
allows both the separation and concentration of Mn+ (Ag+, Cu2+, Pb2+ and Ni2+). The flows of Mn+ from
the aqueous solution to—and inside the membrane are monitored by the determination of the fluxes
and the potentials. In this study, the four cations are investigated alone or in quaternary systems. From
photoelectrochemical measurement, the gap of Bi2S3 is found to be indirect at 1.65 eV. The shape of
photocurrent potential curve and the negative flat band potential (−1.02 VSCE) give evidence of n-type
character. The conduction band (−1.25 VSCE) yields thermodynamically M2+ photoreduction and catalyzes
the diffusion process. The photoelectrode Bi2S3 makes the flux twofold greater than that observed in the
2 3

Photoelectrochemistry
Mn+ photodeposition

dark. In all cases, the potential of the electrode M2+/M in the feed compartment increases until a maximal
value, reached at ∼100 min above which it undergoes a diminution. The membrane is more selective to
Cu2+ and this selectivity decreases in the quaternary system.
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. Introduction

Many works have been devoted to the separation and concentra-
ion of metal ions from different aqueous solutions. The membrane
echnologies and ion exchanges constitute in many cases the prin-
ipal tools contributing to realize such studies. They have known
significant development during the last decades. Starting from

he separation between ions [1,2], the membranes were developed
y introducing new compounds or by modification of their surface
ielding the separation between anions or cation with different
alences [3–5]. Later, new generations of ion exchange membranes
ave been elaborated when the hydrophilic and hydrophobic bal-
nce is changed. These types of membranes allow the separation
etween ions of same valences [6]. Chelating agents are intro-
uced in the functional groups of membrane permitting a specific

ehaviour toward a particular ion. The improvement of membrane
or the separation process includes also the external parameters
o the membrane like the electrical current density, the circu-
ation flow in electrodialysis, the pressure in ultrafiltration, the
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pre-treatment in reverse osmosis as well as the composition of
striping solution in Donnan dialysis. An attempt has been made
to blend a solvent polymeric membrane formed by a polymer film
containing a plasticizer. This liquid membrane acts either as facili-
tated carriers or chelating capture of ions since polyethyleneimine
which forms complexes with some ions, especially copper ion and
hexaoxa-diaza bicyclo hexacosane (2 2 2) cryptand as carriers [7].
This functional polymer membrane using supramolecular groups
for recognition of ions or molecules has not in fact the real place as
next alternative generation membrane.

On the other hand, a number of semiconductors have been used
for the solar energy conversion [8–10]. A great deal of attention has
been paid to metal sulfides owing to their technical applications
like the hydrogen formation [11,12]. In a previous work, a com-
mercial cation exchange membrane was used for the separation
between nickel, copper and zinc ions in presence of the hexago-
nal wurtzite CdS as photoelectrode and which has the properties
to be polarized when exposed to suitable light [13]. In the present

work, photoactive Bi2S3 possesses interesting optical properties. It
exhibits n-type conductivity and absorbs over the whole solar spec-
trum generating electron/hole (e−/h+) pairs which can eventuate in
photoreactions in aqueous electrolytes. The electrons move through
the external circuit to the counter electrode where they reduce the

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03043894
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jhazmat
mailto:labosver@gmail.com
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jhazmat.2009.03.085
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b = 11.393 nm and c = 4.028 nm. The specific surface area (1.3 m /g)
was determined from the relation (6/�exL) where �ex is the exper-
imental density and L the crystallite size determined from the
Scherrer formula. It is helpful to mention that when heating in
air, Bi2S3 converts irreversibly to yellow Bi2O3. By contrast, when
96 M. Amara et al. / Journal of Haza

ons M2+, after crossing the membrane, to elemental states and this
onstitutes the originality of the present work.

. Experimental

.1. Reagents

All the chemicals were from analytical reagent grade. The solu-
ions of Mn+ 0.1 mg/L and other reagents were prepared from salts
Merck): AgNO3, Ni(SO4)7H2O, Pb(NO3)2, Cu(SO4)5H2O, Bi2(NO3)3,
OH and HCl from Labosi whereas KI, KNO3, cellulose triacetate,
nd poly-4-vinyl pyridine were purchased from Fluka. The solu-
ions were diluted to the required volume with double distilled
ater. The electrode Bi2S3 and the new synthetic membrane formed
y poly-4-vinyl pyridine and cellulose triacetate solvent polymeric
ethod deals with our new approach. In this section, we describe

he membrane preparation procedure, the electrode synthesis and
he cell used for the metallic ions separation.

.2. Membrane preparation

0.1 g of cellulose triacetate (CTA) and 0.1 g of poly-4-
inylpyridine were dissolved in 20 mL of chloroform. Then, 0.2 mL
f tris-(2-ethylhexyl) phosphate (TEHP) is added under vigorous
tirring during 4 h. The solution was transferred in a circular glass
ontainer and left for a slow evaporation during 24 h. The resulting
embrane was extracted by addition of double distilled water and

ried at 50 ◦C. The membrane CTA–TEHP–P4VP was characterized
sing chemical techniques as well as Fourier transform infra-red
FTIR). IR spectra were recorded on with Perkin–Elmer (Spectrum
ne) spectrophotometer. Ground sample was mixed with 200 mg of

pectroscopically dry KBr and pressed into discs before the spectra
ere recorded.

.3. Bi2S3 electrode preparation

A volume of 20 mL of NH4OH was mixed to 180 mL of H2O; the
olution was agitated with a magnetic stirrer to get the first mixture.
n adequate quantity of Bi2(NO3)3 was then added under stirring
nd heated at 80 ◦C. Meanwhile, a second solution prepared by
ntroduction of thiourea SC(NH2)2 and 50 mL of H2O, was mixed
arefully for 1 h, filtered and then washed with water. The final
roduct is heat treated at 110 ◦C for 1 h, reground and retreated
t 250 ◦C for a further 12 h. The black powder (Bi2S3) was soaked
n acetic acid to remove preferentially Bi2O3 formed on the sur-
ace, washed with water and dried at 60 ◦C under reduced pressure.
he discs (∅ = 13 mm and ∼1 mm thickness) were made by press-
ng the powder under 2.5 kb, sintered in evacuated Pyrex tube at
00 ◦C during 4 h and then water quenched. The final product has
een identified by X-ray diffraction using monochromatized Cu K�
adiation.

Copper wire was back contacted to the pellet with silver paste
nd encapsulated in a glass holder with epoxy resin. Electro-
hemical measurements were performed in a standard Pyrex-cell
ontaining the working electrode (WE), a large-area Pt auxiliary
lectrode and a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) to which all
otentials were scaled. The intensity–potential I (V) curves were
lotted with to a potentiostat Voltalab PGP 301 under a nitrogen
lanket. The capacitance of Bi2S3 was measured at a fixed frequency
f 1.1 kHz. The electrode was brought near to the window to min-

mize the light absorption and to maintain a constant photon flux
rom run to run. The light source was a stabilized 200 W tung-
ten lamp (Osram) positioned obliquely with an angle of 45◦. In
hat position, the flux intensity, measured with a digital radiometer
Testo 545) was found to be 35 mW cm−2.
Materials 169 (2009) 195–202

2.4. Analysis

A Cyber scan conductimeter (Sartorius Professional Meter PP-
20) was used for the conductivity measurements. It also permits
the determination of the potential in both compartments of the
cell. Analysis of metal ions was carried out by using a PerkinElmer
2380 atomic absorption spectroscopy with the appropriate hallow
cathode lamp for each element with corresponding wave length
respectively 328.1 nm, 324.8 nm, 232 nm and 283.3 nm for Ag, Cu,
Ni and Pb. The working flame is formed by air/acetylene gas. The
concentration was deduced by interpolation from a calibration plot
of adsorption versus M2+ concentration. Standard solutions of ele-
ments were freshly prepared just prior use. Silver was titrated by the
Mohr method using NaCl as titrating salt and K2CrO4 as indicator.
Nitrate was determined by a spectrometric method using sodium
salicylate at 415 nm.

The diffuse reflectance spectrum was obtained on a Jasco
V-500 spectrophotometer with MgO-coated integrating-sphere
reflectance attachment.

2.5. Diffusion experiment

The diffusion of ions Mn+ through the membrane was real-
ized in unequal compartments cell described elsewhere [13] and
composed by a strip compartment (50 mL) and a feed compart-
ment (100 mL) designed with a Teflon material. The membrane
after several cycles of pre-treatment was placed between the com-
partments. The volumes of the two compartments are maintained
unequal in order to get a double concentration and to speed up the
diffusion process of ions in the receipt compartment. n Bi2S3 elec-
trode was introduced in the feed compartment containing 0.1 mg/L
of Mn+.

3. Results and discussions

3.1. Characterization of Bi2S3 crystal structure

Bi2S3 was identified by X-ray diffraction. The pattern (Fig. 1)
shows a single phase in agreement with the JCPDS card No 35-1401
and exhibits a medium crystallization. All the peaks are indexed in
an orthorhombic unit cell with the lattice constants a = 11.181 nm,

2

Fig. 1. X-ray diffraction of Bi2S3 compound.
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Fig. 2. Direct optical transition of Bi2S3.
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spontaneously permits the separation of photogenerated (e /h )
pairs. The electrons in the conduction band (CB) move via the
external circuit to reduce the ions Mn+. The potential Vfb has been

Table 1
Amounts of retained ions in the membrane bulk [Mn+]o = 10−2 M.

Mn+ or A− Cl− (KCl) NO3
− (KNO3) NO3

− (HNO3) Cu2+ Ni2+

Retained amount
(mmol/g)

0.60 0.76 9.92 7.62 9.82

Table 2
Peak values and the corresponding radicals in different membranes m(TAC) = 0.1 g,
v(TEHP) = 0.2 mL.

Membrane Peak value (cm−1) Corresponding radical

CTA 3480–3550 O–H
2935 C–H
1755 C O
1526 COO−

1246 C–O–C asym
1054 C–O–C sym

TEHP 2960 C–H
1464 CH2

1381 CH3

1285 P O
1020 P–O–C

P4VP 2929 C–H
1598 C C
1415 C N

CTA-TEHP-P4VP Same bonds and
disappearance of four
ig. 3. The I (V) characteristics of Bi2S3 plotted in the dark and under illumination.

reated above 500 ◦C in evacuated tube, it decomposes to Bi and
as evidenced from XRD and optical microscopy. The choice of

i2S3 as photocatalyst was determined by the low cost and an excel-
ent chemical stability over the whole pH range.1 It also proved its
ffectiveness as photocatalyst for hydrogen photoproduction [14].
n addition, the conduction band derives mainly from sulfur: 3p
rbital with a lower electronegativity than the homologous oxy-
en: 2p orbital and therefore possesses a strong reducing power
15].

.2. Optical properties and photoelectrochemistry

Bi2S3 is a direct band gap semiconductor; the optical absorption
oefficient (˛) depends on the incident energy (h�) [16]:

h�˛)2 = Const(h� − Eg) (1)

he intercept of the linear plot (h�˛)2 with the h�-axis yields Eg

alue of 1.53 eV (Fig. 2) in agreement with that previously reported
17] and the optical transition is directly allowed.

The photoelectrochemistry is based on the excitation of Bi2S3
y suitable light (h� > Eg). Bi2S3 indicates a rectifying junction at

he electrolyte contact with a dark current (Jd) less than 3 mA cm−2

Fig. 3). Below ∼ −1 V, Id increases owing to the water reduction.
he photocurrent Iph is an intrinsic property which appears when
he electrode is polarized above the potential Vfb. Iph increased pro-

1 It does not dissolves only even for pH < 0 owing to the small solubility product
Ks = 10−97).
Fig. 4. The Mott Schottky characteristic of Bi2S3 in KOH solution.

gressively along the positive potential and beyond −0.7 V reaches a
limiting value, a magnitude of which was found to depend only on
the flux intensity. At potentials anodic of −0.9 V, it was masked by
O2-evolution.

The voltage at the interface required to preclude the lost of elec-
tron/hole (e−/h+) pairs by recombination varies to some extent with
the material being considered. For zero recombination, a value of at
least 0.3 V is needed. The junction electric field which takes place

− +
bands
1598 C C (P4VP)
1526 COO− (CTA)
1415 C N (P4VP)
1285
New bands P O (TEHP)
803 and 701 Specific interactions

between CTA, TEHP
and P4VP
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Fig. 5. (a) FTIR spectrum of cellulose triacetate membrane. (b) FTIR spectrum of Tris ethylhexyl phosphate (TEHP). (c) FTIR spectrum of poly-4-vinyl pyridine (P4VP). (d) FTIR
spectrum of CTA + TEHP + P4VP membrane.
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Fig. 5.

ccurately determined from the Mott Schottky plot:

1

C2
SC

= 2
eεε0ANA

(
V − Vfb − kT

e

)
(2)

here A is the surface area and the symbols have their usual
eaning. The potential Vfb (−0.43 V) and the electron density ND

9.5 × 1015 cm−3) were determined respectively from the extrapo-
ation to C−2 = 0 and the slope of the plot (Fig. 4). The potential Vfb
utlines the energetic position P of CB with respect to vacuum:

= 4.75 + eVfb − �E (3)

he P value of CB (4.18 eV/−0.57 V) is typical of materials in which
B is made up from S-3p orbital [18].

.3. Characterization of membrane

The dried form of the membrane and the wet one (stirred in dou-
le distilled water for 24 h, then filtered-off by suction) are weighed,
ried at 100 ◦C for 24 h and re-weighed; the obtained value was
.2%. The quantities of metal ions adsorbed per unit mass of the
ynthetic membrane (mmol/g) were calculated using the following
xpression:

Mn+]fixed (mmol/cm2) = ([Mn+]0 − [Mn+]free)V /m;

is the membrane weight, and V is the volume (mL). Table 1 gives
he amounts of retained ion (NO3

−, Cl−, Cu2+ and Ni2+) by the
embrane. Such results confirm that the membrane synthesised

y self-assembled polymer possesses an affinity to cations due to
he external pyridine group. The high value of fixed nitrate anion
n acidic medium might be explained by protonation of pyridium
roup which then returned to a positively groups capable to attract
egatively charged species.

.4. Infrared spectroscopy of membrane

Fig. 5a shows the spectrum of the cellulose triacetate membrane.
he main features of this spectrum are an absorption band located

round 1754 cm−1, which is attributed to stretching vibrations of
he carbonyl group. Bands at 1219 cm−1 and 1055 cm−1 correspond
o the stretching modes of C–O single bonds. Less intense bands
t 2944 cm−1 and 2880 cm−1 are attributed to C–H bonds and the
ide band detected in the 3500–3100 cm−1 region is attributed to
nued ).

the O–H bonds stretching modes. Fig. 5b shows the spectrum of
tris ethyl hexyl phosphate (TEHP). Bands at 1464 cm−1 correspond
to the stretching modes of CH2 bonds. Bands at 1381 cm−1 corre-
spond to the stretching modes of CH3 bonds. Bands at 1285 cm−1

and 1020 cm−1 correspond respectively to the stretching modes of
P O and P–O–C bonds. Fig. 5c shows the FTIR spectrum of P4VP.
Bands at 1598 cm−1 correspond to the stretching modes of C C
bonds. Bands at 1415 cm−1 correspond to the stretching modes of
C N bonds. Table 2 collects the peak values and the correspond-
ing radical of the reference CTA, TEHP, P4VP and CTA + TEHP + P4VP
membrane.

The obtained results (Fig. 5d) show that all the maximum val-
ues extracted from the FTIR spectra of the CTA reference membrane,
i.e. without TEHP and P4VP, are present in the modified membranes
spectra. We observe the disappearance of four bands at 1598 cm−1

(stretching modes of C C bonds) and at 1415 cm−1 (stretching
modes of C N bonds) of P4VP and at 1285 cm−1 correspond to
the stretching modes of P O bonds of TEHP. We also observe the
appearance of two new bands centred at 803 cm−1 and 701 cm−1

putting in evidence specific interactions between CTA, TEHP and
P4VP.

3.5. Diffusion phenomena

A combination of the membrane and Bi2S3 electrode has been
used for the transport of metal ions as described elsewhere [13]
in the cell schematised. The diffusion process has been followed
by the measurement of the potential, the conductivity and the
concentration in the feed compartment. Fig. 6a, b, c and d shows
respectively the potentials of copper, silver, nickel and lead ions
both in the dark and under illumination. The potential was mea-
sured in order to determine the diffusion equilibrium time and Mn+

adsorption in the dark and under illumination. In both cases, it is
observed a diminution of the global potential for copper solution
using a specific electrode Cu2+/Cu. The decrease of the potential
indicates a migration of ions through the membrane from the feed
compartment to the strip one.
For Ag+, it is noticed a slight decrease in the potential when the
experiment is carried out in the dark rather then in illumination
conditions. Unlike other metal ions a sharp decrease of the potential
in the case of transport of Ag+ ions under illumination can also be
assigned to the photochemical reduction of Ag+ to Ag0. Indeed, it
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Fig. 6. (a) Variation of potential versus time of copper ion on the dark and under
illumination. (b) Variation of potential versus time of silver ion on the dark and
under illumination. (c) Variation of potential versus time of nickel ion on the dark
and under illumination. (d) Variation of potential versus time of lead ion on the dark
and under illumination.
Fig. 7. Variation of potential value versus time of ions as a quaternary mixture on
the dark and under illumination.

is well known that silver ions are easily reduced into metal under
illumination.

A rapid stabilisation of the potential value is observed at ∼20 min
of experiment. This may be due to the great affinity of membrane
to the monovalent ion. For Ni2+, it is observed a slight increase of
the potential in the dark and then a diminution to the initial value,
which is attributed to the staying of nickel ion near the membrane
surface in the feed compartment. By contrast, under illumination,
the evolution of potential of Ni2+ has nearly the same shape as for
silver.

For Pb2+, the same variation is reported as in the case of nickel
but with a more pronounced kinetic. After that, the competition
between ions in the quaternary mixture system has been exam-
ined. Fig. 7 shows the variation of the potential for the four ions
studied in the mixture with the same initial concentration as the
alone metal. One can see that the illumination of Bi2S3 enhances
the global migration of ions through the membrane, characterized
by a decrease of the potential. Surprisingly, in the same period no
evolution of the feed compartment was observed in the dark. These
different variations suggest that the diffusion occurred as dialysis
process without illumination, the membrane plays a role of separa-
tor between the solution and the migration owing to concentrations
between the compartments. The electrodialysis process constitutes
the system under illumination whose principal driven force is due
to the electric field between the two compartments. These state-
ments can be confirmed by the conductivity measurement in the
feed compartment during the diffusion process whose main results
are shown in Fig. 8.
At the beginning, the diffusion is characterized by a drastic
increase of the potential in the dark, and then a stabilisation after
∼10 min is observed. Under illumination of Bi2S3 electrode, a rapid
decrease is observed, followed by an increase in 40 min. So, it may
be concluded that the system represents a leakage on hydrogen

Fig. 8. Conductivity evolution in the feed compartment for the quaternary system.
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Fig. 9. A schematic representation of proton transference by acid/base exchange on
the pyridine group and metal–ligand-complexation transport.

Table 3
The transference fluxes of metallic ions through the membrane in the dark and under
illumination.

Flux × 10−9 (mol/s cm2) In the dark Under illumination

JCu
2+ 70 80

J
J
J

i
a
c
w
b
a
f
w
a
l

t
u
c
f

e
W
e
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a
p
i
t
v
s
t

p
c

m

Pb
2+ 69 73

Ni
2+ 53 73

Ag
+ 12 70

on from the strip to the feed compartment. The proton leak-
ge constitutes a general phenomenon concerning each type of
ation exchange membrane. The hydrogen ions are provided by the
ater discharge on the illuminated cathode and then transported

y membrane through an acid/base exchange between amino and
mmonium groups of pyridine suspended on the membrane sur-
ace. A similar transference of proton has been previously suggested
hen commercial exchange membrane was modified by electro-

dsorption of polyethyleneimine on the surface [19]. The proton
eakage phenomenon is schematically represented in Fig. 9.

The kinetic of ions transfer using the flux calculation (Table 3) by
he application of the equation: J = �n/(S �t) shows that the system
nder illumination gives a rise to the transport of ions from the feed
ompartment to the strip one. The flux increase is more pronounced
or Ag+.

One of the most promising strategies for chemistry based solar
nergy conversion remains the semiconductor/liquid junction.
hen n-type Bi2S3 is immersed in aqueous solution, equilibrium is

stablished by equalization of the electrochemical potentials result-
ng in an upward band bending B (=Ered–Vfb) of the electronic bands
t the interface. The maximal photovoltage is imposed by the redox
otential of the couple Mn+/M couple and the potential Vfb and

n the ultimate case does not exceed (∼Eg/e). The electrons move,
hrough the junction electric field towards the counter electrode
ia the external circuit where they reduce the ion Mn+ to the metal
tate. Indeed, the M2+ ions diffuse across the membrane to be pho-

oelectrodeposited.

Bi2S3–CB is mainly formed from the orbital S2−: 3p which
rovides a high energetic position. The potential of CB (−1.2 V) cal-
ulated from the relation (4.75–Vfb + �E)2 produces a large band

2 The activation energy �E (0.1 eV) was deduced from the conductivity measure-
ents performed on sintered pellets.
Materials 169 (2009) 195–202 201

bending in presence of M2+ permitting an efficient separation of
the (e−/h+) pairs and a charge transfer between the Bi2S3–CB and
the Mn+/0 couple followed by M2+ photoreduction:

Bi2S3 + h� → h+
VB + e−

CB (4)

2e− + M2+ → M↓ (5)

2H2O + 2e− → H2 + 2OH− (6)

The ions Mn+, after crossing the membrane, were reduced owing
to their redox potentials of the couple Mn+/M appropriately located
with respect to Bi2S3–CB. The electro-deposition catalyzes the dif-
fusion process as proven by the ions transference flux J (Table 3)
and the equilibrium (reaction (5)) strongly lies to the right hand, i.e.
metal deposition. The observed saturation can be understood by the
competitive hydrogen evolution. The metals are convenient for the
water reduction as they are distinguished by small over potential.
Once the metal M is deposited on Bi2S3, a bifunctional crystallite
is formed and the H2 liberation proceeds in a non-homogeneous
fashion which affects the rate of the interfacial charge transfer and
hence the global efficiency. The potential height is lowered and
the electrons are channeled towards M catalytic sites where they
reduce water.

4. Conclusion

The present work combined the solar energy with the envi-
ronmental protection through the membrane selectivity for some
metal ions. The study has permitted to show that the combination
of many parameters deals to enhance separation and recuperation
of metallic ions. The introduction of electrons in both sides of the
synthetic membrane by illumination of Bi2S3 electrode constitutes
an interesting approach. The pyridine group in the polymeric matrix
of synthetic exchange membrane may be partially converted to
pyridinium group and thus transference of proton provided from
an anodic compartment by water dissociation is realized. The high
kinetic and mobility of proton when transferred through membrane
interface was observed by pH and conductivity variation during
experiments. An important diffusion of metal ions was observed.
This diffusion is obtained either as a simple migration from the both
side of membrane by penetration in the pores and by jumping on
the ammine group of pyridine. It has also been shown an increase
of the diffusion flux when the electrode was activated by illumina-
tion. Bi2S3 has been elaborated through chemical route followed by
heating in evacuated tube to preclude oxidation. Dark Bi2S3 absorbs
over the whole solar spectrum. It has characterized structurally and
photoelectrochemically. In addition, its low cost, exhibit long term
stability and its flat band potential is suitably positioned to per-
mit an efficient charge separation of the electron/hole pairs. The
cations flow was considerably speeded up through the membrane
with illuminated Bi2S3 electrode.
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